Our $249 Rotel, KLH, BSR System.

This system combines components from manufacturers known for good performance at reasonable prices.

Rotel is noted for highly-rated, low-priced stereo receivers. The appearance and sound quality of the RX 102 demonstrate why. The RX 102's full-complementary power amp section delivers 5 watts minimum RMS per channel from 20-20 KHz at less than 1% Total Harmonic Distortion. And you may find yourself listening to the radio much more often since the RX 102 has an especially fine sounding AM/FM stereo tuner. The control facilities of the RX 102 allow you to add a tape deck, headphones, and an extra set of loudspeakers.

The KLH 100 loudspeakers continue the KLH tradition of high performance in handsome, reasonably sized packages. These systems use a carefully integrated driver/cabinet design that borrows heavily from the technology used in engineering the more elaborate loudspeakers in KLH's highly acclaimed monitor series. The 100's offer excellent musical balance that has always characterized KLH designs.

For low distortion record reproduction, we've included the BSR 2260B, completely allows you to play any part of the record you wish, or interrupt play, without fear of damaging either record or stylus.

2260B's convenient cue/pause control and ADC Induced Magnet cartridge. The...